1 Likelihood computation and ancestral state reconstruction . All sequences descend from given germline node G, which has sequence g. Note that this known ancestor G is not necessarily the most recent common ancestor of the lineage, which is node R and sequence x. See similarities to tree and terminology in Boussau and Gouy (2006) . P gx = Transition probability from g to x along branch GR.
Supplemental Figure 1a : Calculating likelihood at each node This is e↵ectively the same proof from (Boussau and Gouy 2006) but with P gx in place of equilibrium frequencies.
Full likelihood P(data, given germline character g):
Likelihood from a germline edge:
Likelihood from a root edge:
Likelihood from a non-root edge:
Supplemental Figure 1b : Marginal ancestral state reconstruction The essential operation of marginal ancestral state reconstruction, is, for a given node N, find the character n which maximizes P (X|G = g, N = n).
Reconstruction at node X:
Then beginning at branch GR:
Reconstruction at node B:
Then beginning at branch UB: 3 Parameters from di↵erent motif models Figure 4 : Distribution of h values for all possible motifs fulfilling the following criteria: a) trimers which contained two IUPAC letters standing for two possible nucleotides (R, Y, S, W, K, and M), which were followed by an unambiguous nucleotide (A, C, G, or T), and b) dimer which contained one IUPAC letters standing for two possible nucleotides, which was followed by an unambiguous nucleotide. We then fit symmetric HLP17 models using each of these motifs and their reverse complements, with all other h parameters set to zero. 7 Simulation analysis using empirical codon frequencies Supplemental Figure 9 : Accuracy of ancestral state reconstruction in simulation analyses. The mean number of incorrectly reconstructed amino acids per data set are shown for the h=MLE and h = 0 models, for each set of h parameters used in simulations.
